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1 Introduction

1.1 General Information
This report is a synthesis of the data from a survey done during the week of February 26

to March 2, 2001. The survey team did research on the Manta language located in the
Akwaya and Upper Bayang Subdivisions, Manyu Division, South West Province, and
Widikum-Menka Subdivision, Momo Division, North West Province, Cameroon. Only the
village of Bantu is located in the latter province.

The surveyors conducted interviews, collected word lists, and carried out Recorded Text
Testing in the villages of Manta, Kunku, Bantu, and Bantakpa. The team consisted of
Michael and Charlene Ayotte of SIL, Dr. Bitjaa-Kody Zaché Dénis of the University of
Yaoundé I, and Marcelle Tanga, a graduate of English and Linguistics from the University of
Yaoundé I.

1.2 Acknowledgements
We would like to thank all those who were involved in the research and helped us to

accomplish our goals. We gratefully acknowledge the assistance and welcome that we
received from regional and local government officials, school representatives, church leaders,
and traditional rulers, without whose cooperation this mission would not have been possible.

1.3 Previous Research
The Atlas linguistique du Cameroun, or ALCAM (Dieu and Renaud 1983), cites an

article by Jungraithmayr and Funck (1975) on Ambele, Amasi, and Asumbo, that alludes to
Manta. Manta was grouped together with some of the surrounding languages primarily on the
basis of geographical proximity.

A preliminary sociolinguistic study of Manta carried out by an SIL survey team
(Hamm et al. July 1999:6) concluded that Manta is more related to the Momo languages than
to the Tivoid languages. In their report they state that the villages of Amasi, Ayi, Alunfa,
Alunti, and Batabi are not considered part of Manta by mother-tongue speakers in these
villages as well as Manta speakers. Based on sociolinguistic responses and lexicostatistical
analysis, Amasi and Ayi should likely be listed as Ngwo villages. The Ethnologue (2000:30)
already lists Balo [BQO] as a separate language, comprising the three villages of Alunfa,
Alunti, and Batabi. Bantakpa should now be regarded as the northernmost village within the
Manta language area.

Secondly, Hamm et al. include Tanka and Menda with other Manta villages rather
than with the Ambele language group. A later report on the languages of Atong, Ambele, and
Menka (Ayotte and Ayotte 2001) reached the same conclusion about Tanka, but found that
Menda is a mixed village that should be considered part of both Ambele and Manta. Included
in these aforementioned reports are lexicostatistical analyses that reveal the degree of
relatedness between Manta and other Tivoid languages as well as languages from the Momo
and Western Momo subgroups. The following table (1999:4) shows the conclusions of the
first report concerning the regrouping of villages according to language.
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Table 1: Sociolinguistic Regrouping of Manta Villages
Reference Name: Villages:
Amasi Amasi, Ayi
Alunfa (Balo ?) Alunfa, Alunti, Batabi
Manta Manta, Bantakpa, Kenshi, Tchikpa, Bande, Tanka, Bancho, Bayong,

Kunku (Kunshu), Nkussu, Baka, Baronbochi, Nga, Batambe, Menda
(Mimbang)

Map 1: Geographic, Linguistic, and Administrative Delimitations
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2 Methodology

2.1 Sociolinguistics: Rapid Appraisal
We employed the sociolinguistic research approach known as the “rapid appraisal”

method (Bergman 1991, Stalder 1996), which utilises group and individual interview
questionnaires. It provides an idea of the general sociolinguistic situation of the speech
varieties being studied. Informant responses reveal the patterns of contact and degree of
multilingualism. Researchers rely on speaker perceptions in conjunction with high lexical
similarity to determine if intelligibility testing should be carried out. An understanding of
language vitality and viability is valuable for determining the potential success of a
development program. Survival of the language has a direct bearing on whether or not books
in the mother tongue will be used. Attitudes held by the community, notables and council
members, religious leaders, and teachers help the researcher to assess the possible success
and value of a language development project.

We conducted interviews in four locations at the extremities of the language area. The
following list shows the breakdown according to sex of those who participated in the group
interviews: Manta—15 men, 5 women; Bantakpa—4 men, 6 women; Kunku—16 men, 10
women; Bantu—10 men, 5 women. Data on Menda and Tanka, two mixed villages where
Manta is spoken, was gathered during the month of October 2000. See the Atong, Ambele,
Menka report by Ayotte and Ayotte, 2001.

Language Development Potential
According to Watters (1990:6.7.1), there are three factors that particularly affect the

nature and development of language programs: the homogeneity of the linguistic community,
their openness to change and development, and the presence at the local level of a middle-
aged leadership. These factors have been incorporated into the report appearing in sections
with their own headings along with the other responses to the sociolinguistic questionnaires
and can be interpreted in like manner to the other results.

2.2 Lexicostatistics
We collected and compared 126-word ALCAM word lists (Dieu and Renaud 1983:

132–133) in Manta, Kunku, Bantakpa, and Bantu in order to evaluate the relatedness of the
languages in question. To determine the percentage of lexical similarity between each of the
speech varieties we compared the list using the shared apparent cognates method.1

These four lists were compared with the Manta word list from the village of Menda
collected on a prior survey trip (Ayotte and Ayotte 2001). The two Ambele villages of Menda
and Anjaki/Tajim are interspersed among the southern Manta villages occupying the same
valley.

2.3 Recorded Text Testing (RTT)

2.3.1 Description
The procedures for carrying out intelligibility testing, which came to be called

recorded text testing (RTT), were documented by Eugene Casad (1974). A short
(approximately 2-minute) anecdotal story of some real-life experience is elicited from the
narrator and recorded. In most cases questions are obtained in the language of the speakers to
be tested, then inserted into these texts in order to make test tapes of the given speech form.
Ideally, a text complete with questions is an objective way for measuring comprehension and
revealing whether the given dialects are mutually intelligible.
                                                
1In the cases where any two words were on the borderline of cognicity, we made the decision to count them as
cognates. As a result the percentages that were generated are probably higher than analyses done by others.
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2.3.2 Purpose
RTT tapes provide an additional indicator of intelligibility to compare with the

lexicostatistical analysis and responses from the sociolinguistic questionnaires in order to
give an idea as to whether two or more dialects could be served by a single language
development project. The percentages generated are indicative of a group’s overall or general
understanding of the language of the recorded text. Such a percentage is useful for
interpreting the potential for using a common literature. We wanted to discover if the level of
intelligibility between the various speech varieties of Manta is inherent or acquired. That is,
we sought to determine if the homogeneity of the Manta speech varieties is such that they
constitute one language and could share one standard.

2.3.3 Selection of Texts and Test Sites
The speech variety spoken in Bantakpa is regarded as the standard and was used to

test the inhabitants of other Manta villages, namely Kunku and Manta, as these lie at the
extremities of the language boundaries. We also recorded a text in Manta to serve as a
control, that is, to provide a comparison with the Bantakpa text. We also selected Manta as a
text-elicition site in the event that this speech proved to be the more ideal reference dialect.

2.3.4 Selection and Screening of Participants
In each location, we tried to test at least ten adults if time permitted. In order to obtain

an accurate cross-section of the entire village population, we attempted to assemble five men
and five women in a broad age range (teenage, young adult, middle-age, and elderly) to
participate in the testing. We endeavored to find participants who had been born in and spent
most of their life in the village under investigation. In some cases we included people who
were raised elsewhere by parents both native to that particular village. Those who qualified
then listened to recordings from both Bantakpa and Manta.

2.3.5 Interpretation of RTT Results
The mean, or average, and the standard deviation are the two primary considerations

for interpreting RTT results. In most cases, a mean score above eighty-five percent coupled
with a standard deviation of below fifteen percent are sufficient indicators of mutual
intelligibility, qualifying two speech varieties as dialects of the same language (J. Grimes
1995:22, 50). Speech varieties which fulfill these criteria can probably use the same written
standard project, if lexical similarity is also high, and group attitudes are positive. When the
percentages fall within the critical range (70%–85%), comprehension is considered marginal.
In this instance, the standard deviation as well as sociological factors become important for
determining a language’s potential for being grouped with the language of the RTT.

3 Manta Research Results

3.1 Demographic Situation

3.1.1 Locality
The Manta area consists of villages located in several deep valleys over a broad area.

Some of the villages are separated by as much as ten kilometers, obstructed by high mountain
peaks and active rivers and streams. However, this does not seem to hinder the movement of
Manta people. Contact with one another is evidenced by the high degree of lexical similarity
between the dialects and reported mutual intelligibility. At times of flooding during the rainy
season, the Moveni and Mawne Rivers can cut off the villages of Nga and Batambe from the
rest of the Manta villages.
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All of the villages lack roads to them, making this region extremely isolated. Every
village is nearly a day’s walk to the nearest motorable road. The closest road to the
southernmost cluster of villages is the one leading from Widikum and ending in Olorunti. For
the northeastern villages the nearest road is the one that passes from Ngwo through Oshie to
Andek.

Homogeneity of the Linguistic Community
The former inhabitants of Mimbang migrated to Menda, once inhabited only by

Ambele speakers. The people of Tanka say that they are part of the Ambele group, though
their speech bears more in common linguistically with Manta, in addition to claims by Manta
interviews who include Tanka among the villages where people speak Manta.

3.1.2 Historical Background
The Manta people are only familiar with their most recent history. The best that we

can establish from the various accounts is that the Manta originated from the areas where
Menka and Moghamo are now spoken to the east and southeast of their present location.
Some of the villages from which they migrated cannot be located on a map. See table 2 for
details on the places of origin for each village.

3.1.3 Population
Projections for the year 2000 based on the 1987 Census2 show a total population estimate

of 5,300 persons. This figure does not include the villages now excluded from the Manta
language group, such as Amassi, Ayi, Alunti, Batabi, and Alunfa. It is difficult to know what
other villages may have been excluded from the population calculations, as we do not have
the names to all of the Manta-speaking villages. Respondents named only the most important
villages, since there are reported to be about ninety of them. Therefore, the actual population
figure may be somewhat higher than indicated in table 2.

3.2 Dialect Situation

3.2.1 Nomenclature
The Manta language group is best known by the name “Manta,” but they also refer to

themselves as “Banta,” as do many of the people in neighbouring language groups. Both
names are used interchangeably. Manta is also the name of two villages in the southern group
of villages. Bantakpa is a village in the northern cluster of villages often referred to as
“Banta.” The people of Manta have two different names for their language, both of which are
used by members of other language groups in the region. Villages grouped in the south use
the name “Tinta,”3 whereas the northern villages call their language “Kisam.”

Table 2 lists all the villages belonging to the Manta language group, names, origins,
and population figures. The second and third columns provide the names the people give to
their language and to themselves. The column on origins gives the oldest known location
from which they migrated according to oral history. Population figures are shown in the last

                                                
2According to the 1987 Census Publication (Demo 87:5) between 1976–1987, Cameroon experienced a 2.9%
annual growth. Assuming that the same 2.9% rate of growth has continued over the past twelve years and
applies equally throughout the country, we can estimate the 2000 population based on the 1987 figure. There is
no way of knowing if there has been significant immigration or emigration of the speech communities since
1987. Also, these figures do not include populations speaking the language outside of the village (in cities).
3We are unsure of the spelling. Some pronunciations sound like Tintoh, based on spelling conventions in the
area.
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three columns: the estimate given during the interview, the 1987 Census data, and the figures
derived from projected calculations of the previous census information. Note the wide
discrepancies between the self-reported estimates and the official population figures.

Table 2: Summary of Sociolinguistic and Demographic Information
Village Name Self-Name

of Language
People
Name

Origin Population:
Self-report

Population:
’87 Census

Population:
’00

Estimate
MANTA total pop. 3,658 5,305
Bachune? --
Baka 81 117
Bancho 88 128
Bande 137 199
Bando (Basho?) 387 561
Bangu 69 100
Bantakpa Kisam Be’ Widikum 250 382 554
Bantu (map: Bangu) Kisam Bantu Baraka 400 53 77
Batambe 97 141
Barombochi 126 183
Baya 18 26
Kenchi (map:
Kenshi)

180 261

Kunku Kisam Anta Bantakpa area 325 165 239
Kunsu (Nkussu) 96 139
Manta Tinta/Manta Bantu Mimbang 185 244 354
Menda4 Tintoh/Ambele Mimbang/Etetizang 400 285 413
Nga 255 370
Nkusu/Nkusi/Kosi -- --
Tanka Kekwa Tentwa’ Nekadankpa 800 766 1,111
Tchikwa/Tchikpa 229 332
Tito/Tinto? -- --

3.2.2 Variation within Manta
There is a high degree of uniformity between villages with only slight differences in

speech from village to village. Interviewees most often pointed to the speech of Bantakpa as
the standard variety of Manta. This village has the largest population, one of three schools for
the whole area, and the only clinic for the whole group. Bantakpa is the only village that had
an organized and authoritative leadership. It could, therefore, serve as the reference dialect
for a language development project. The speech variety spoken in Tanka is considered
different by other Manta villagers, but it is understood by all Manta speakers except for those
in Kunku.

Table 3 shows the names of the villages where Manta word lists were elicited and
graphs the respective cognate counts between each list. The lexicostatistical analysis
demonstrates that there is great uniformity across the Manta-speaking area. There is little
doubt that the speech varieties of these villages belong to the same language. Refer to
appendix 4 for a comparison of lexical similarity in the greater linguistic context.

                                                
4See Atong, Ambele, Menka report (Ayotte and Ayotte 2001) for Menda and Tanka.
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Table 3: Apparent Cognate Percentages Matrix
Tanka
88 Menda
89 94 Manta
89 90 95 Kunku
90 87 90 94 Bantakpa
90 86 90 93 94 Bantu

3.2.3 Recorded Text Testing (RTT)
Results from the lexicostatistical analyses seem to imply the existence of inherent

intelligibility. On the other hand, the results from the RTT comprehension testing at first
appear to be pointing toward acquired intelligibility rather than inherent intelligibility as
indicated by the low average test scores and high standard deviations (table 4). When one
compares the scores from the test tape to the hometown test (HT) figures, one sees that
people scored about as well on the test of the other language as they did on their own
hometown test. Furthermore, comments from participants reveal that they understood all or
most of the text and were able to summarize the content in detail (see appendix 4). The
reason many respondents had low scores may be attributable to either a deficiency in the
texts or some aspect of the RTT procedure that makes it an inaccurate measure of the actual
level of comprehension.5

Table 4: RTT Results
Test Location Text

Tape
Mean
Score

Standard
Deviation

HT 74 14.3Bantakpa
Manta 70 20.9

HT 81 13.5Manta
Bantakpa 83 12.2
Bantakpa 78 18.9Kunku

Manta 81 19.9

3.3 Multilingualism

3.3.1 Related and Other Languages
All of the languages in the region share lexical similarities with one another, though

their interrelatedness is not clearly revealed by the numbers assigned by ALCAM. Based on
the numbers that ALCAM assigned to the languages of this area, one would assume that
Manta [804] is linguistically close to the surrrounding languages of Atong [805] and Ambele
[806]. A comparison of previous word lists (Ayotte and Ayotte, October 2000) shows that
Manta shares less than fifty percent of its cognates with Ambele and seventy-five percent
with Atong.

Manta and Kunku villagers speak and understand Denya well. Manta residents also
know Ambele, and they use the mother tongue with the Atong and Ambele. Bantakpa

                                                
5A number of crucial factors come into play in the creation of an RTT tape: an interesting story, good
enunciation, well-chosen and well-framed questions, correctly translated questions, well-placed questions, and
the competency of the respondents with the testing procedure. There can also be any number of distractions, the
strangers administering the test, the equipment, and other external input.
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residents speak the mother tongue with Denya (Anyang dialect) and Ambele. Bantu residents
use the mother tongue with the Atong, Ambele, and some with the Menka. Menda residents
say they speak Ambele equally as well as Manta, then Kendem and Denya (Bitieku dialect).
Residents of Tanka say that they speak Manta best after their own mother tongue, followed
by Atong then Menka.

Manta speakers understand Denya, Atong, and Ambele better than other languages in
the region. Naturally, whichever of these languages is most understood depends upon the
location, since they are the three languages bordering Manta villages. Note that Pidgin was
not compared in this evaluation.

3.3.2 Languages of Wider Communication
Pidgin serves the Manta as a trade language in encounters with speakers of most other

languages. The inhabitants of Bantakpa use Pidgin with the Atong, Amasi, and some with the
Denya. Bantu residents use Pidgin with Ngwo and Menka. Kunku villagers speak Pidgin with
the Atong and Ambele. In most of the Manta villages, people speak Pidgin every day. Young
people speak it best. Only teachers and school children speak English every day because they
use it at school. As a result, the young people speak it best, though not well.

3.4 Language Vitality and Viability

3.4.1 Migration and Intermarriage
The Manta intermarry with Atong, Ambele, Denya, and some with Balo,6 Menka, and

Busam, depending on their proximity to these groups. Residents of some villages do have
marriage restrictions vis-à-vis the Ngwo, vis-à-vis the Busam because of geographic distance,
and vis-à-vis the Denya because of witchcraft.

Some traders pass through the area to do commerce but do not stay. The only
foreigners who come to stay are the teachers. A few people come from various surrounding
villages for school. In general, outsiders use Pidgin.

3.4.2 Language Use
3.4.2.1  Community and Public Domain

Manta people continue to use their mother tongue in a wide variety of contexts. They
speak it in the home, with age-mates, in the fields, at some of the small local markets in
Bantakpa and Bantu, with workers in the government health posts,7 at traditional ceremonies,
for public announcements, and during local and regional council meetings. For the village of
Menda, language use of English, Pidgin, and the mother tongue is the same except that for
them mother tongue denotes both Ambele and Manta.

Some Manta people speak Pidgin at home, with friends, on their farms, and at the
local markets. The residents of Bantu admitted to using Pidgin in traditional ceremonies.
Everyone uses Pidgin at the larger area markets8 and health posts because venders and clinic
workers are usually outsiders. Members of the local council occasionally speak Pidgin at
meetings. Residents speak Pidgin when they encounter outsiders or strangers on their farms.
Participants in regional council meetings use Manta, Pidgin, and English.

                                                
6May comprise the villages of Amasi, Alunfa, Ayi, Alunti, and Batabi.
7There are two government health centers among the Manta: one in Bantakpa, the other in Anjaki/Tajim, an
Ambele village between Menda and Manta.
8Larger markets are found in Ekao, Mbu, Nyang, or Widikum.
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On rare occasions some friends speak English or French, especially at the market in
Widikum.

3.4.2.2  School9

English is the language of instruction and explanation in the educational system.
Pupils will only speak Manta in class if the teacher is not around. Teachers resort to Pidgin, if
a child needs an explanation. At recess, teachers speak to pupils in Pidgin or English. Pupils
speak Manta with each other and Pidgin with strangers, while a few pupils from nearby
Denya villages speak Denya at school.

3.4.2.3  Church10

The churches use Manta for songs, sermons, youth groups, announcements, prayers,
and Bible studies; Pidgin for sermons, Bible studies, prayers, and announcements; and
English for songs, Bible reading, and sermons. Religious leaders say that they use Pidgin to
accommodate foreigners.

Table 5: Ecclesiastical Language Use
MANTA New

Apostolic
(Manta)

Presbyterian
(Manta, Kunku, Bantu)

Comments

Prayers MT P, MT
Songs E MT, E, P (Mungaka)
Sermons MT P, E summary in MT if done in P or E
Bible reading E MT, versions: KJV, GNB, RSV, TEV
Bible Studies E E, P MT
Youth Groups P MT, P also Men’s and Women’s groups
Announcements MT P, MT

Key: MT=mother tongue, Manta; P=Pidgin; E=English;  = language X interpreted into language Y

3.4.3 Language Maintenance and Shift
Manta speakers are proud of their mother tongue, because it belongs to them and

makes them feel good. They use Manta more than any other language, except the young
people in Bantakpa. Adults there report that Pidgin is more common among the young people
than Manta. Interviewees in both Bantakpa and Bantu think it is bad that young people mix
their mother tongue with English and Pidgin. Parents prefer that their children speak pure
Manta. Adults in Manta and Kunku say the young people do not mix the languages.
However, most parents, except for those in Manta village, are happy if their children can
speak Pidgin. Many parents feel that their children’s ability to speak Pidgin means that they
have had some education in English and will, therefore, be able to communicate with
outsiders.

Students who wish to continue beyond secondary school to high school must go to
Akanunku, Njikwa, Widikum, or Mamfe. Many of those who leave the village never return.
                                                
9There are primary schools in the villages of Bantakpa, Kunku (152 pupils), and Manta (135 pupils). They have
their own primary school up to class 7 to which pupils from other language groups come. One third of Bantakpa
pupils come from villages speaking Denya and Balom (Balo). Most children who are of age attend school, even
though some pupils walk five kilometers to Kunku, and those who attend Manta take up to one hour to arrive.
Bantu pupils go to Akanunku.
10Half of the religious leaders say that most Manta people are Christian, the other half say that most people
follow traditional religious practices.
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The only people with an adequate understanding of English are the teachers. On one hand,
this means that Manta has a good chance of remaining an integral part of society. On the
other hand, there may be difficulty finding potential personnel in the community to carry out
a language project.

The following reasons for supporting literacy and literature in Manta reveal attitudes
that foster the maintenance of the mother tongue. A written standard for Manta would:

 enable secret written communication for privacy among Manta speakers,
 help preserve the mother tongue in its present form,
 help young people learn and understand the language, and
 add to their personal pride and identity.

3.5 Linguistic Attitudes

3.5.1 Attitudes toward Manta
Interest in Manta literacy is positive. Half of the Manta people want to learn to read

and write the mother tongue more than any other language. Interviewees in Manta and
Bantakpa would choose Manta as the first language to read and write. Respondents in Kunku
would place Manta second, while Bantu residents would place Manta as their third choice
after English and French (refer to the section, Attitudes Toward Other Languages).

Of all the church leaders interviewed, every one of them encourages the use of Manta
in all aspects of church services and meetings. The respondent from one Manta church says
that a Manta Bible translation is absolutely necessary for everyone to be able to read and
understand it. He says that he helped with the Denya translation whenever he had a break
from school and thinks that he could organize people and give advice when requested.

The interviewees from one church in Kunku say that a Manta Bible is very necessary
because people will be able to read it in their own language. They say they could encourage
and provide for those working on the translation project.

Church members in Kunku and Manta have expressed interest in reading and writing
Manta as well as having religious materials in Manta. An elder from one of the churches in
Bantu said that their members have shown no interest in either. The leaders of his church
encourage the use of Manta in all church activities. He believes that a Manta Bible translation
is absolutely necessary, because he wants to learn and maintain his mother tongue. However,
he would not be willing to work with some of the other denominations. All the other church
leaders feel that they could work together with other denominations on a translation project.

One church leader in Manta is a mother-tongue speaker and dislikes the use of Pidgin
in church. Therefore, he encourages members to use Manta in all church activities, even
though this is not always done. Yet, he feels that a Bible translation in Manta would be nice
but is not absolutely necessary. Nevertheless, he would contribute money and foodstuffs to
help a translation project.

Teachers doubt that Manta literacy would be helpful for the young children.
Nevertheless, they would like to see it introduced as a language of instruction in the future.
After English, some teachers would opt for Manta over French. They are willing to support
the work, provide encouragement, offer help in making materials, teaching, and training
others.

3.5.2 Standardization Efforts
The Manta people are interested in learning to read and write their language, but there

is no language committee at this time in any of the villages. Some students in Bantakpa made
attempts to develop Manta, but they either left or died.
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Local Leadership Presence
According to our interviewees there is no shortage of leadership in the Manta villages.

All of the local village councils have members in their 20s and 30s who could replace aging
leaders. Most of the leaders live within the villages they rule. Many of the more educated
members of the community do not return to the Manta area. A few come back to live after
they retire. Locating a language project among the Manta language group could be difficult
in light of the lack of human resources. Many villages had no chief, only a representative,
with the exception of Bantakpa, the sole village possessing a formal authority structure.

3.5.3 Attitudes toward Other Languages
Half of the respondents prefer the local languages over English or French. Kunku

residents would choose English first, but Manta residents would choose only local languages.
Some Manta people acknowledge that English and French have wider application in their
own country and the world beyond their borders. For this reason they place it before their
actual preferences.

Most church leaders are positive toward the use of Pidgin. They believe that it helps
adults, especially mothers, to understand what is said in church. Using Pidgin reaches a wider
audience than does English. In contrast, one church elder thinks that Pidgin is acceptable but
not comprehensible to the older mothers.

After English, some teachers would choose French rather than Manta.

Attitudes Toward Change
Manta people, in general, are more inclined to visit a health post rather than a

traditional healer, except the inhabitants of Manta village and older residents of Kunku.
Several villages have committees for community development. Bantakpa’s committee

built roads, repaired schools, and constructed the church and health post. Manta has a Parent-
Teachers Association that works on school projects. Inhabitants of other villages are involved
in traditional activities. Bantu residents clear farms and sell produce. Tanka residents weed
the paths to other villages.

4 Summary

The villages of the Manta language group are extremely isolated, a day’s hike from
the nearest road. They live in deep valleys and thick rainforest. Yet, only two villages are
ever cut off during the rainy season. Nevertheless there is a considerable amount of contact
between them and the neighbouring languages despite the difficult terrain.

The people are best known by the names Manta and Banta, but the language is
referred to as Kisam in the north and Tinta in the south. The villages of Amasi, Ayi, Alunfa,
Alunti, and Batabi do not belong to Manta but to other Tivoid languages and might also be
separate languages in their own right. On linguistic grounds, Tanka belongs to Manta instead
of Ambele. The entire population of Menda can be included in the total population, as they
speak Manta as fluently as Ambele.

Overall, the Manta say that they best understand the following languages: Denya,
Atong, and Ambele. These are also the groups that the Manta intermarry with most. Pidgin
serves the Manta as a trade language in encounters with speakers of most other languages. In
most of the Manta villages, people speak Pidgin every day, especially with strangers, even
though some adults dislike it. Teachers are the only adults who speak English well. Outside
of school, English and French are rarely spoken.
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Manta speakers are proud of their mother tongue and continue to use it in a wide
variety of contexts. Interest in Manta literacy is relatively high. Manta speakers want to learn
to read and write the mother tongue more than any other language. Interviewees from all four
villages pointed to the speech of Bantakpa as the standard variety of Manta. This village has
the largest population, schools, a clinic, and an organized and authoritative leadership.

Students who wish to continue beyond primary school must leave the village and
usually never return. The adults believe that there will always be young people available to
replace aging leaders, even though they might not have a good education.

The churches use Manta in every aspect of church services and meetings. Church
leaders encourage its use. The majority of them believe that a Manta Bible translation is
necessary. The congregants of most churches have expressed interest in literature and literacy
in the mother tongue. Pidgin is used frequently but less often, and English is used to a limited
degree. Church leaders overall value the use of Pidgin.

Teachers are generally positive about the idea of Manta as a subject and medium of
instruction, although they are divided on whether they would prefer French or Manta for
school after English. There is no language committee and only meagre efforts have been
made at developing Manta.

4.1 Conclusions
Manta is a viable and relatively homogeneous language that has a good chance of

remaining an integral part of society. The village of Bantakpa could serve as the best location
for a language development project. Their speech variety is considered by all the Manta
people interviewed to be the reference dialect that should be standardized.

Although we have included the populations of Tanka and Menda in the total
population of Manta, this figure may still be lower than the actual number of people. This
needs to be investigated further.

Recorded text testing conducted during this survey proved to be an unreliable
indicator of intelligibility.

4.2 Recommendations
Our findings indicate that Manta is a definite need, though the Manta community may

not be ready for it at this time. Language development should be started once the local
community and the churches demonstrate some initiative by forming a language committee.
Look into the possibility of Atong and Menka speakers being served by a Manta written
standard. Using the RTT method, cross-test Manta with other Tivoid languages (if with any)
rather than with Denya.

4.3 Suggested Modifications to Ethnologue
Manta [MYG]—eliminate the “AMASI” and “AMASSI” from the list of alternate

names and add “KISAM” and “TINTA.” (This is the suggestion by Hamm, Assako, and
Domché-Teko (1999) who report that Manta and Amassi people exclude it from the Manta
language group. Also lexicostatistic analyses show that the speech variety of these villages is
closer to Ngwo than to Manta.) Change population figure to 5,300 (2000 estimate). Change
the next line to read “Approximately twenty villages over a thirty kilometer stretch in Manyu
Division northeast of Mamfe, from the border of Mom (Akwaya Subdivision) to Manta
(Upper Bayang Subdivision), South West Province. Add the phrase, “Atong is the closest
known relative.”
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Appendix A: Ethnologue Entries

AMBELE [AEL] In about 10 villages in eastern Batibo Subdivision, Momo Division, North
West Province. Linguistic affiliation: Niger-Congo, Atlantic-Congo, Volta-Congo, Benue-
Congo, Bantoid, Southern, Wide Grassfields, Western Momo. May be related to Busam or
Atong.

BALO [BQO] Akwaya Subdivision. Linguistic affiliation: Niger-Congo, Atlantic-Congo,
Volta-Congo, Benue-Congo, Bantoid, Southern, Tivoid. 60% lexical similarity with Osatu,
40% with Ipulo and Caka, 35% with Esimbi and Mesaka. Bilingualism in Pidgin. Literacy is
in English, as it is with all languages in NW and SW provinces. Mountains. Traditional
religion.

BUSAM [BXS] In villages of Bifang, Ambambo, and Dinku, Batibo Subdivision, Momo
Division, North West Province. Linguistic affiliation: Niger-Congo, Atlantic-Congo, Volta-
Congo, Benue-Congo, Bantoid, Southern, Wide Grassfields, Western Momo. Related to
Ambele and Atong.

ATONG [ATO] Extreme northwestern part of Batibo Subdivision, Momo Division,
Northwest Province. Linguistic affiliation: Niger-Congo, Atlantic-Congo, Volta-Congo,
Benue-Congo, Bantoid, Southern, Wide Grassfields, Western Momo. Related to Ambele and
Busam.

MANTA (MENTA, AMASI, AMASSI, BANTAKPA, BANTA, ANTA) [MYG] 13,600
(1982 SIL). Approximately 20 villages in a 40 km. stretch in Manyu Division northeast of
Mamfe, from the border of Mom (Akwaya Subdivision) to Manta (Mamfe Subdivision),
South West Province. Linguistic affiliation: Niger-Congo, Atlantic-Congo, Volta-Congo,
Benue-Congo, Bantoid, Southern, Tivoid.

MENKA [MEA] 12,500 (1982 SIL). West of Mbwengi, northwest of Batibo, Batibo
Subdivision, Momo Division, North West Province. Linguistic affiliation: Niger-Congo,
Atlantic-Congo, Volta-Congo, Benue-Congo, Bantoid, Southern, Wide Grassfields, Narrow
Grassfields, Momo.

NGWO (NGWAW) [NGN] 31,000 together with Ngishe (1982 SIL). Njikwa Subdivision,
Momo Division, North West Province. Linguistic affiliation: Niger-Congo, Atlantic-Congo,
Volta-Congo, Benue-Congo, Bantoid, Southern, Wide Grassfields, Narrow Grassfields,
Momo. Dialects: NGWO (NGUNI, NGWAW, MIGUHNI, NGUNU), KONDA, BASA
(BASSA), IKWERI (EKPERI), BANYA, BAKO, OKOROBI, ZANG. Literacy rate in first
language: Below 1%. Literacy rate in second language: 15% to 25%.

OSATU (OSSATU, IHATUM) [OST] Southeast of Asumbo, Akwaya Subdivision, Manyu
Division, South West Province. Linguistic affiliation: Niger-Congo, Atlantic-Congo, Volta-
Congo, Benue-Congo, Bantoid, Southern, Tivoid. 60% lexical similarity with Balo, 40% with
Ipulo and Caka, 35% with Mesaka and Esimbi. Bilingualism in Pidgin. Literacy is in English.
Mountains. Traditional religion.
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Appendix B: ALCAM Entries

(excerpts from pp. 114–115)

[804], [805], [806]
Ces langues, mal connues, avaient été groupées sous des numéros de code voisins eu

égard à leur proximité géographique. Une étude lexicostatistique, communiquée par A.
Coupez, aboutissait à réunir amasi [ex-805] et ambele [806], étudiés par le GTBF, avec
l’asumbo (tivoïde) en un groupe bien caractérisé. Dans cette perspective l’hypothèse d’un
groupe “nord-momo” avait été ménagée. Selon les premiers résultats d’une mission Breton-
Nseme (1983) il semble que le manta [804] inclue l’amasi [ex-805] et soit à verser dans le
groupe tivoïde, tandis que l’ambele [806], de même que l’atong [805], inconnu
précédemment, soit à ranger dans le gorupe momo aux côtés du busam [869], lui aussi
inconnu auparavant, et du menka [865], rejoignant ainsi le ngie [863], le moghamo [866], etc.
(p.114).

[804]
Le manta est la plus méridionale des langues tivoïdes. Son aire s’enfonce en coin

entre celles des langues nyang (denya) à l’ouest et momo à l’est. Elle inclut une vingtaine de
villages situés sur une quarantaine de kilomètres dans le dép. de la Manyu (arr. d’Akwaya,
canton Mbulu), le long de la limite du dép. du Momo : depuis Alunti, Batabi, Amasi, Alunfa
et Bantakpa au nord, jusqu’à Manta, (arr. de Mamfe). (p.115)
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Appendix C: Lexicostatistical Analysis Matrix

Table 1: Cognate Count Percentages Matrix
(Ayotte and Ayotte, October 2000)

Egbeachu [Ambele: 806]
95   Menda [Ambele: 806]

92 94   Awi [Ambele: 806]

42 45 46   Menda [Manta: 804]

49 50 50 88   Tanka [Manta: 804?]

44 44 45 75 83   Akanunku [Atong: 805]

44 44 46 74 81 96   Emuah[Atong: 805]

42 42 44 68 70 71 67   Baraka[Menka: 865]

42 42 44 69 69 70 67 94   Achama[Menka: 865]

Table 2: Cognate Count Percentages in the Greater Linguistic Context
(Extracted from Hamm et al. 1999)

Osatu [899: Ihatum/Osatu] T
66 Alunfa [804: Manta; Ethnologue: Balo] T
54 70 Amasi [804: Manta; Hamm et al: Amasi] T
64 81 67 Manta [804: Manta] T
63 81 66 97 Bantakpa [804: Manta] T
63 81 66 98 98 Tanka [804: Manta] T
66 80 66 86 86 86 Atong [805: Atong] WM
58 69 60 74 75 75 78 Menka [865: Menka] M
50 56 48 58 58 60 56 57 Ambele [806: Ambele] WM
51 57 56 60 60 60 63 69 59 Busam [869: Busam] WM
47 58 77 57 57 57 60 52 40 51 Konda [861: Ngwo] M
49 60 78 62 63 63 68 59 44 52 77 Ngwo [861: Ngwo] M
47 51 69 54 54 54 57 50 39 46 62 66 Basa [861: Ngwo] M

Note: The percentages in this matrix were derived from a synchronic analysis of apparent cognates with an
8.5% degree of error. This fact may partially explain the differences between the two charts.
“T” designates Tivoid languages, “M” stands for languages classified as Momo, and languages followed by
the letters “WM” are in the Western Momo subgroup. Busam is classified with Atong and Ambele, and Ngwo
and Meta group with Menka.
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Appendix D: RTT Scores and Calculations

Respondent 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Average St. Dev.
Location Test

HT 67 55 92 75 83 74 14.3Bantakpa
Manta 75 50 50 75 100 70 20.9

HT 75 100 69 88 94 75 81 56 88 81 13.5Manta
Bantakpa 79 88 58 75 92 92 84 79 100 83 12.2
Bantakpa 94 100 75 56 81 19.9Kunku

Manta 100 100 92 67 67 42 88 71 79 78 18.9

Bantakpa Respondents
HT

score
Manta
score

Sex Age Mother’s
language

Father’s
language

Observations and Respondent Comments

1 67 75 M 60 Manta Manta lived in Bamenda 15 years
2 55 50 F 20 Manta Manta in Édéa last 5 years; understood half of M, all of HT
3 92 50 M 15 Manta Manta summarized well; understood all of Manta text
4 75 75 F 12 Manta Manta understood all of both texts
5 83 100 F 40 Manta Manta lived in Tiko 20 yrs; said language is Ambele

Manta Respondents
HT

score
Bantakpa

score
Sex Age Mother’s

language
Father’s
language

Observations and Respondent Comments

1 75 79 M 20 Manta Manta trouble with time Qs; understood all of both texts
2 100 88 M 60 Manta Manta chief’s rep; summarized; understood all of both texts
3 69 58 F 20 Manta Manta testing difficult; repeats Qs; we asked Qs in Pidgin
4 88 75 F 55 Ambele Manta first 30 yrs in Nga; understood all of both; summarized
5 94 92 F 35 Manta Manta summarized answers; understood all of both texts
6 75 92 M 35 Ambele Manta understood all of Manta text, most of Banta text
7 81 84 M 12 Manta Manta understood all of both; said Qs were poorly placed
8 56 79 F 13 Manta Manta technical difficulties with cassette player
9 88 100 F 18 Manta Ambele understood all; from Menda; Bonaberi 6 yrs; Manta 4 yrs

Kunku Respondents
Bantakpa

score
Manta
score

Sex Age Mother’s
language

Father’s
language

Comments and Self-reported Information

1 100 94 M 41 Manta Manta
2 100 100 M 47 Manta Manta lived in Tiko 13 years
3   92 M 50 Manta Manta spent 2 years in Mamfe, 3 years in Akwaya
4   67 75 F 32 Manta Manta understood all of both texts; questions repeated in Pidgin
5   67 56 M 15 Manta Manta summarized; we rephrased Qs in Pidgin; understood all
6   42 F 12 Manta Manta
7   88 F 17 Manta Manta
8   71 F 30 Manta Manta understood all
9   79 F 60 Manta Manta summarized; answers were translated; some Qs repeated
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Appendix E: Bantakpa Text and Test Questions

Recorded on February 28, 2001 at 12:40 pm
Location: Bantakpa
Language: Manta (Kisam)
Told by: Samuel Anja
Translated by Isaac Ngwo
Researchers: Michael Ayotte, Marcelle Tanga

STORY—
My name is Anja. I am a hunter. I set traps. I am the person who usually goes to the

bush and shoots animals. (1) I went with my friend to the bush, and we found a gorilla and he
wanted to kill us. We tried to kill the gorilla, but there was no way (not successful). We tried
to kill it, but he left/ran away. (2) We went the other day. As we were going, we found a
snake already in our trap. The snake came face to face with us as we came and tried to kill it;
there was no way. (3) We used a machete to kill it, and we saw that dividing it in the bush
was not good, so we took it back to the village. (4) So, everyone had a piece. On our way
back the devils on the road made us suffer. The other devils followed me to kill me. I ran, and
the dogs were barking. I ran, the dogs were still barking. (5) I ran as I reached the house and
knocked on the door and told them to open the door, then entered. The next day I took my
gun and my bag, and I went to the bush again. (6) I went to the same bush, and I said to
myself, “I will see if the animals are stronger than me.” As I went back to the bush, I saw a
snake. I removed my gun, and I shot it, and it fell down. (7) The hunting was good. I took it
and put it in my sack. (8) Then I turned, and I saw many monkeys that were eating and
playing. I shot, and it fell, and I asked my friend to go pick it up. We went, and we
cleaned/burned it. (9) We took it to Jumba market to sell it and make money (‘have this our
own’). We went, and I divided the money with my friend. We shared the money. (10) My
friend asked me to go back out hunting, but I told him, “Let’s go out and catch frogs/fish
because bush hunting is very difficult. Let’s make bamboo torches to fish (at night) because
hunting is too difficult.” (11) We went with eight bundles of bamboo. I collected four bundles
of bamboo, and my friend took four. We each went to our own house in Bantakpa. (12)

QUESTIONS—ANSWERS
1. What does he do? He is a hunter.
2. What did they try to kill? a gorilla
3. What did they try to kill after? a snake
4. Why did they bring the snake to the village? It’s not good to cut up a snake in the bush.

 They had to share it with others.
5. Why did he run? because there were devils on the road
6. When did he return to (from) the bush? the next day (that evening)
7. How did he kill the snake? with his gun
8. What did he do with the snake? He put it in his sack.
9. Who picked up the monkey? his friend

10. What did they do with the money? They shared it.
11. Why did they go to catch frogs? because hunting is difficult. They were fed up with

eating meat.
12. How many bundles of bamboo did they collect? eight
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Appendix F: Manta Text and Test Questions

Recorded on February 27, 2001 at 4:00pm
Location: Manta
Language: Manta (Tinta)
Told by: Clement Taby
Researchers: Michael Ayotte and Marcelle Tanga

STORY—
My name is Clement Taby. One Manta inhabitant called Maranas Takor invited me

alongside others to go to the marriage of his wife at a place call Mimbang. (1) So we went.
And then the business of the woman was finished. On our way back, we were going back
around 10:00 pm. (2) On the path a snake came out of the bush and bit me, (3) first on the left
leg, and as I was about to run, it bit me on the right. (4) So as I was bitten, I fell down and
cried out for help. (5) So, looking around with a torch/flashlight, I saw some traditional herbs
that I immediately harvested and used. (6) Having used the medicines, I was now able to be
myself and to trek back home. (7) In the village, late that night, I cried out for help. Some
medicines were given to me that night. And very early in the morning I went out and
harvested more for myself, which I took and became well. (8)

1.  Where did he go? What village? Mimbang
2.  When did they leave the event to return home? 10 pm, that evening
3.  What happened to him along the way? A snake bit him.
4.  Where did the snake bite him? on the left leg, then on the right leg
5.  What did he do? How did he react?  He fell down and yelled for help.
6.  What did he harvest? some traditional herbs/medicine.
7.  Where did he go after treating himself? He returned to the village.
8.  How did he feel the next morning? He became well.
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Appendix G: Manta Word Lists

Manta Word Lists

English Manta II Kunku Bantu Bantakpa

  1. mouth øætætæ. æ̀tætæ øætætæ. æ̀tætæ d∆tætæ. ∆̀tætæ dæt. æ̀tæ
  2. eye øæÕ ◊Õ ◊. æ̀Õ ◊Õ ◊ øæÕ ◊Õ ◊. æ̀Õ ◊Õ ◊ d∆Õ ◊. ∆̀Õ ◊ Õ ◊Õ ◊. æ̀Õ ◊
  3. head edæd‘.edærÕŒÕŒ edæd‘.edædær≠ Œ eÕ ◊.eÕ ◊r≠ Œ eÕ ◊ÕŒ.eÕ ◊rÕŒ
  4. hair —»œ ed‘d‘.

—»œrd‘ ed‘d‘
—Åœ ed‘—Åœr≠ Œ ed‘. —»œeÕ .—»œr≠  eÕ   —»œeÕ —»œrÕŒeÕŒ.

  5. tooth øær—Åœ. æ̀r—Åœ øær—Åœ. æ̀r—Åœ d∆rnæœ. ∆̀rnæœ dærnæœ. æ̀rnæœ
  6. tongue øæmøældædæ. æ̀, øæmøælÕ ◊. æ̀, dæmdælÕ ◊. æ̀møælÕ◊ øæmøælÕ ◊. æ̀,
  7. nose øæcÕ ◊Õ ◊. æ̀, øæcÕ ◊Õ ◊. æ̀, d∆cÕ ◊Õ ◊. ∆̀, dæcÕ ◊Õ ◊. æ̀,
  8. ear øæs—æœdædæ. æ̀, øæsnæœÕ ◊. æ̀, dæsnæœÕ ◊. æ̀, dæsnæœÕ ◊. æ̀,
  9a. neck øældæd∆. æ̀, øælÕÃ. æ̀, dælÕÃ. æ̀, dælÕÃ. æ̀,
  9b. back of

neck
øæœjo æ̀køældæd∆ ø∆œjo ∆̀kd∆ld∆d∆ øæœjo æ̀kdælÕÃ øæœjo æ̀kdæld».

øæœjo æ̀k æ̀ld»
  9c. throat øæmøæmc—æœ. æ̀, dæmøæmc—æœ. æ̀, dæl æ̀œmÕ◊mcn‘œ. ∆̀, dæmÕ ◊mcnæœ. æ̀,
10. breast øæa—æm. æ̀, dæa—æm. æ̀, d∆a—æm. ∆̀, dæa—æm. æ̀,
11. arm/hand øæav—æ—æ. æ̀, dæavnæ. æ̀, d∆av—æ. ∆̀, dæagv—æ. æ̀,
12a. claw øæcy æ̀̀ æ. æ̀, dæcy æ̀. æ̀, d∆cy æ̀. ∆̀, dæcy æ̀. æ̀,
12b. nail

(hand)
øæcy æ̀̀ æ. æ̀, dæcy æ̀. æ̀, d∆cy æ̀. ∆̀, dæcy æ̀. æ̀,

13a. leg øæa »̀. æ̀, dæa »̀. æ̀, dæa »̀. æ̀, dæa »̀. æ̀,
13b. foot eÕÃœø∆a ∆̀ eÕ ◊œd∆a`.dæa »̀cyøæq≠ Œ sÕÃla »̀.sÕ ◊œr≠ a` eÕ ◊œa ∆̀.d∆a æ̀cydækÕŒ
14. buttock øæjøæoø‘ø‘. æ̀, dæa—æjÕ ◊oø‘ø‘.

æ̀a—æj ‘̀oø∆ø
dæa æ̀kÕ  j`oø∆.
æ̀a æ̀j æ̀oø∆

dæaαæα‘ j æ̀mÕŒ. æ̀,

15. belly øæ æ̀̀ ∆. æ̀, dæ æ̀̀ ∆. æ̀, dæ »̀. æ̀, dæ »̀. æ̀,
16. navel øæstæl. æ̀, dæstæl. æ̀, dæst»l. æ̀, dæstÅl. æ̀,
17. intestines lat∆k ∆̀ ∆̀̀ ∆.

lat∆r ∆̀ ∆̀̀ ∆
lat∆k ∆̀ ∆̀̀ ∆.
lat∆r ∆̀ ∆̀̀ ∆

lat∆k«∆ ∆̀̀ ∆.
lat∆r«∆ ∆̀̀ ∆

d∆lat∆k ∆̀ ∆̀.
d∆lat∆r ∆̀ ∆̀

18. blood øæmshÅm øæmshÅm d∆œjÕ ◊m.,r≠  øæœjÕÃm.,rÕŒ
19. urine øæmsrøæø∆.øæmsrøæø‘rÕŒ øæmsrøæø∆.øæmsrø»r≠ Œ øæmsrø»k.,r≠ Œ mæsrø».,rÕŒ
20. bone øævtætæ. æ̀, dævtætæ. æ̀, dævtætæ. æ̀, dævtætæ. æ̀,
21. skin øæaα∆.øær≠ aα∆ f—æ—∆.f—æ—‘r≠ Œ fnæn∆.fnæn‘r≠ Œ fnæn∆.fnæn∆rÕ ◊
22. wing øæo æ̀vk«∆. æ̀, dæo »̀kd∆. æ̀, dæo æ̀̀ æk≠ . æ̀, dæo »̀kÕ  . æ̀,
23. feather dæuÕÃ. æ̀, dæuÕÃ. æ̀, dæuÕÃ. æ̀, dæuÕÃ. æ̀,
24. horn øæe—»œ. æ̀, dæe—»œ. æ̀, dæe—»œ. æ̀, dæen»œ. æ̀,
25. tail dæsø». æ̀, dæsdÅ. æ̀, d∆jdæ. ∆̀, dæjø‘. æ̀,
26. human

being
uø».aø» uø».aø» uø»k.aø»k uø».aø

27. man ø∆v »̀m—æl.
v »̀m—æl

—æm—‘l.—∆l æ̀m—‘l —∆mnæl.v ∆̀mnæl n»mnæl.n∆l »̀mnæl

28. woman ø∆v »̀iøæøæ.v »̀iøæøæ —æiø‘ø‘.—∆l æ̀iø‘ø‘ —æidædæ.v æ̀idædæa—æ n»iøæøæ.n∆l æ̀iø‘ø‘
29. husband øæm—æl.l ∆̀m—Ål øæm—æl.øæm—Ål ø ∆m—∆l.v ∆̀m—æl dæmn‘l.dæmn‘l
30. child u æ̀.a æ̀ u æ̀.a`a—æ u æ̀.uv æ̀a—æ u æ̀.av æ̀a—æ
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31. name øæjtæl. æ̀, dæjtæl. æ̀, dæjtæl. æ̀, dæjgtæl. æ̀,
32. sky øæy—æ—æ øæynænæ dæynænæ dæynænæ
33. night æ̀etæt∆ æ̀etæt∆ æ̀etæt‘ æ̀et»
34. moon øæs Å̀œ. æ̀, dæs Å̀œ. æ̀, d∆s æ̀œ. ∆̀, dæs æ̀œ. æ̀s Å̀œ
35. sun øæotæl y—‘—‘ srÕ ◊rÕŒ srÕ ◊rÕ ◊ srÕ ◊rÕŒ
36. wind øæe—æ—æ æ̀eÕ ◊l ø∆œfvtæl. æ̀eÕ ◊l j«∆et∆et∆.

øæe—æ—æ æ̀eÕ ◊l
37. cloud ø∆l æ̀l—∆—∆ la ∆̀r≠◊ laα∆.,r≠◊ œft∆rÕ ◊
38. dew æ̀lαæα∆ æ̀lαæα∆ æ̀l—» føæø‘
39. rain øæa—æ—æ øæanænæ dæanænæ dæanæ
40. ground svαæα∆ sv æ̀̀ ∆ sv æ̀̀ ∆ sv æ̀̀ ∆
41. sand øæs≠◊mrøæøæ dæs≠◊mrøæ s≠◊mrdæ dæs≠◊mrøæ
42. path øæi »̀. æ̀, æ̀i »̀ ftæt‘.ftætærÕŒ ftæ.,rÕŒ æ̀ »̀.av` »̀
43. water l æ̀̀ ∆ l æ̀ ‘ lv æ̀ lv æ̀
44. stream c æ̀̀ ∆ c æ̀ ∆ c »̀.,r≠ Œ c »̀.c æ̀rÕŒ
45. house ltæmα‘α‘.

ltær≠ Œmα‘α‘
l≠◊mα‘α‘.mαæαærÕŒ m—æ—‘.m—æ—ærÕŒ m—æ—æ.m—æ—ærÕŒ

46. fire øæuÕ◊ÕŒ. æ̀, dæuÕ ◊ÕŒ. æ̀, ø∆uÕ ◊k. ∆̀, dæuÕÃ
47. firewood øæuøæœ. æ̀, dæuøæœ. æ̀, dæuøæœ. æ̀, øæuøæœ. æ̀,
48. smoke æ̀Õ ◊Õ ◊ æ̀Õ ◊Õ ◊ ∆̀Õ ◊Õ ◊ æ̀Õ ◊Õ ◊
49. ash øæmsv—‘r≠ Œ dæmsvtærÕŒ d∆msv—ærÕŒ dæmsv—ærÕŒ
50. knife udæd‘eø‘.a≠◊eø∆ uÕ ◊ed∆.avøæed∆ d∆œjtækn∆.

d∆œjt»rnæ
u æ̀eø‘.av æ̀eø‘

51. rope øæ—æ—‘. æ̀, dæ—æ—‘. æ̀, d∆—æ—æ. ∆̀, dæ—æ—‘. æ̀,
œ∆jt∆t∆.,r≠◊

52. spear øæ—Åœ. æ̀, dænÅœ. æ̀, d∆v—æœ. ∆̀, d∆v—Åœ. ∆̀,
53. war aÕ ◊Õ ◊.,r≠◊ aÕ ◊.,rÕ ◊ aÕ ◊k.aÕ ◊rÕ ◊ aÕ ◊. æ̀aÕ ◊kÕ ◊
54a. animal  »̀l.,r≠◊  »̀l. »̀œr≠◊  »̀l. »̀œrÕ◊  »̀l. »̀œrÕŒ
54b. meat  »̀l. »̀œr≠◊  »̀l  »̀l  »̀l. »̀œrÕŒ
55. dog l æ̀l ‘̀.

øæl æ̀l ‘̀
—æl ∆̀̀ ∆.
—∆l æ̀l ∆̀̀ ∆

v æ̀l ∆̀̀ ∆.
uv æ̀l ∆̀̀ ∆

næl ‘̀̀ ‘.
n∆l æ̀l ‘̀̀ ‘

56. elephant ø∆mr—∆.,r≠◊ ø∆mr—∆.,r≠◊ ø∆mrn∆.,rÕ ◊ m∆rn∆.,rÕ ◊
57. goat aÕ ◊ÕŒ.,r≠ Œ aÕ ◊ÕŒ.aÕ ◊Õ ◊r≠ Œ aÕ ◊.aÕ ◊rÕŒ aÕ ◊.aÕ ◊rÕŒ
58. bird øæm—Åm. æ̀, øæm—Åm.øæm—æmr≠ Œ d∆m—æm.,rÕŒ dæm—»m.m—æ—æœrÕŒ
59. tortoise ø∆laαæαæ.,r≠◊ ø∆laαæαæ.laαæαærÕ ◊ d∆laαæαæ.,rÕ ◊ øæla—æ.la—ærÕ ◊
60. snake cv—æ.,r≠◊ cv—æ.,r≠◊ cnæ.rÕŒ cnæ.rÕŒ
61. fish tæ.,r≠◊ tæ.,rÕ◊ tæ.,rÕ◊ tæ.,rÕŒ
62. louse cÕ ◊ÕŒ.,r≠ Œ cÕ ◊.,r≠ Œ fÕ ◊k.fÕ ◊rÕŒ fÕ ◊ÕŒ.,rÕŒ
63. egg øæj—»m. æ̀, dæj—»m. æ̀, dæj—»m. æ̀, dæj—»m. æ̀,
64. tree øæs≠◊s≠◊≠◊. æ̀, dæs≠◊s≠◊≠◊. æ̀, dæs≠◊s≠◊. æ̀, dæsÕ ◊sÕ ◊Õ ◊. æ̀,
65. bark f—æ—‘̀ æs≠◊s≠◊≠◊ f—æ—∆s≠◊s≠◊≠◊ fnæn∆s≠◊s≠◊ fnæn∆.,rÕ ◊
66. leaf øæetæaø∆m dæetæaø∆œ d∆etæ. ∆̀, dæetætæ. æ̀,
67. root øæj Å̀œ æ̀s≠◊s≠◊≠◊ dæj Å̀œ ∆̀œ∆j æ̀œ. ∆̀œj æ̀œrÕŒ d∆j Å̀œ. ∆̀,
  68. salt l æ̀œ l æ̀œ l æ̀œ.,rÕŒ l æ̀œ
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  69. fat øælev æ̀l dælev æ̀l øælev æ̀l øælev Å̀l.,rÕŒ
  70a. hunger sr—Åœ sr—Åœ srnæœ srnÅœ
  70b. hunger

(meat)
sr—Åœ  ∆̀l æ̀ev Å̀m srnæœ  ∆̀l æ̀ev Å̀m

  71. iron æ̀s—æm—æ æ̀s—æm—æ dæs—æm—æ. æ̀, æ̀s—æm—æ
  72. one dæaÕ ◊œ d∆aÕ ◊œ dæaÕ ◊œ d∆aÕ ◊œ
  73. two øæeøæøæ d∆eø∆ø∆ d∆ed∆d∆ d∆eø∆ø∆
  74. three ø∆s æ̀̀ æ d∆s æ̀̀ æ d∆s æ̀̀ æ d∆s æ̀̀ æ
  75. four d∆Õ  Õ   d∆Õ  Õ   d∆Õ  Õ   d∆Õ  Õ  
  76. five øæs »̀œ d∆s ∆̀m d∆s ∆̀m d∆s ∆̀m
  77. six d∆sd∆s≠◊≠◊ d∆sd∆d∆sÕ ◊ d∆sd∆d∆sÕ ◊ d∆sd∆d∆sÕ ◊
  78. seven d∆r ∆̀la æ̀̀ æ d∆r ∆̀̀ ∆la æ̀ d∆r ∆̀̀ ∆la æ̀ d∆r ∆̀̀ ∆la æ̀
  79. eight d∆Õ  mÕ ◊Õ ◊ d∆Õ  mÕ ◊ d∆Õ  mÕ ◊ d∆Õ  mÕ ◊
  80. nine d∆Õ  mÕ ◊aÕ  œ d∆Õ  mÕ ◊aÕ  œ d∆Õ  mÕ ◊mÕ  aÕ  œ d∆Õ  mÕ ◊mÕ  aÕ  œ
  81. ten ø∆ev æ̀̀ æ d∆ev æ̀̀ æ d∆ev æ̀̀ æ ev æ̀̀ æ
  82. come y æ̀̀ æ.m≠◊y ‘̀̀ ‘ m≠◊y ‘̀̀ ‘ mÕ ◊y ‘̀ ‘̀ mÕ ◊y ‘̀ ‘̀
  83. send m≠◊s—‘l m≠◊sn∆l mÕ ◊s—‘l mÕ ◊sn‘l
  84. walk m≠◊cÕ  mÕ   m≠◊cÕ  mÕ   mÕ ◊cÕ  mÕ   mÕ ◊cÕ  mÕ  
  85. fall m≠◊s≠ Œk≠ Œ m≠◊sk≠ Œ m≠◊sk≠ Œ mÕ ◊skÕŒ
  86. leave m≠◊eα‘α‘ m≠◊α‘α‘ mÕ ◊cÕ  Õ   mÕ ◊cÕ  Õ  
  87. fly m≠◊et∆kdæ m≠◊et∆kd mÕ ◊et∆kÕ   mÕ ◊et∆kÕ  
  88. pour m≠◊cα‘‘œjd‘ m≠◊o ∆̀.m≠◊cα‘œjd mÕ ◊r ‘̀kd‘.mÕ◊c—‘œjÕ◊ mÕ ◊r ‘̀kÕŒ.mÕ ◊c—‘œjÕŒ
  89. strike m≠◊u≠ Œkd‘ m≠◊uÕŒk≠ Œ mÕ ◊uk≠◊ mÕ ◊faÕ ◊Õ ◊.mÕ ◊uÕ ◊kÕ ◊
  90. bite m≠◊m—‘l m≠◊m—‘l mÕ ◊mn‘l mÕ ◊mn‘l
  91. wash m≠◊rn∆n∆ m≠◊rt∆ mÕ ◊rt∆ mÕ ◊rt∆
  92. split m≠◊y ‘̀̀ ‘ m≠◊y ‘̀̀ ‘ mÕ◊y ‘̀sÕŒ mÕ◊y ‘̀sÕŒ
  93. give m≠◊m ∆̀̀ ∆ m≠◊m ∆̀̀ ∆ mÕ ◊m ∆̀̀ ∆ mÕ ◊m ∆̀̀ ∆
  94. steal m≠◊cÕŒÕŒ m≠◊cÕ  Õ   mÕ ◊cÕŒ mÕ ◊cÕ  Õ  
  95. squeeze m≠◊œ æ̀ldæ m≠◊jv—∆—∆.m≠◊œ ‘̀ld‘ mÕ ◊œ ‘̀ld‘ mÕ ◊œ ‘̀lÕŒ
  96. cultivate m≠◊Õ  Õ   m≠◊Õ  Õ   mÕ ◊Õ  Õ   mÕ ◊Õ  Õ  
  97. bury m≠◊Õ  Õ   m≠◊Õ  Õ   mÕ ◊Õ   mÕ ◊Õ  
  98. burn m≠◊cv ∆̀̀ ∆ m≠◊cv ∆̀̀ ∆ mÕ ◊cv ∆̀ mÕ ◊cv ∆̀
  99. eat m≠◊ÕŒÕŒ m≠◊ÕŒÕŒ mÕ◊ÕŒ mÕ ◊ÕŒ
100. drink m≠◊—‘œ m≠◊—‘œ mÕ◊n‘œ mÕ ◊n‘œ
101. vomit m≠◊yø∆œ m≠◊yø∆œ mÕ ◊yø∆œ mÕ ◊yø∆œ
102. suck m≠◊v ∆̀s≠◊ m≠◊v ‘̀s≠ Œ mÕ ◊v ‘̀sÕŒ mÕ◊v—‘sÕŒ
103. spit m≠◊st∆ m≠◊st∆ mÕ ◊st∆ mÕ ◊st∆
104. blow m≠◊e—‘—‘s≠ Œ m≠◊e—‘—‘s≠ Œ mÕ ◊e—‘—‘sÕŒ mÕ◊e—‘sÕŒ
105. swell m≠◊lv—∆ —∆lv—∆k≠  mÕ ◊ln∆k mÕ ◊lv—∆
106. give birth m≠◊ad‘ m≠◊aÕŒ mÕ ◊aÕŒ mÕ ◊a≠ Œ
107. die m≠◊jt∆ m≠◊jt∆ mÕ ◊jgt‘ mÕ ◊jgt∆
108. kill m≠◊cÕ  Õ   m≠◊cÕ  Õ   mÕ ◊cÕŒ mÕ ◊cÕ  Õ  
109. push m≠◊av—∆m m≠◊av—∆m mÕ ◊sÕŒmÕŒ mÕ ◊sÕŒm
110. pull m≠◊f—∆ m≠◊f—∆ mÕ ◊fn∆ mÕ ◊fn∆n∆
111. sing m≠◊jo ∆̀m m≠◊jo ∆̀m mÕ ◊jo ‘̀m mÕ ◊jo ‘̀m
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112. play m≠◊ot∆jÕ  r ∆̀ m≠◊ot∆jÕ  r ∆̀ mÕ ◊ot∆jÕ  r ∆̀ mÕ ◊ot∆jÕ  r ∆̀
113. be afraid m≠◊at∆l«∆e ∆̀̀ ∆ m≠◊at∆l«∆eα∆α∆ mÕ ◊a¿t‘l ∆ mÕ ◊ot∆ø∆e—
114. want m≠◊m ∆̀̀ ∆ m≠◊sø‘e ‘̀̀ ‘ mÕ ◊jÕŒÕŒ mÕ ◊jÕŒÕŒ
115. say m≠◊sr—‘—‘ m≠◊sr—∆—∆ mÕ ◊lv—∆ mÕ ◊srn∆n∆
116. see m≠◊yα‘α‘ m≠◊yα‘α‘ mÕ ◊y—‘ mÕ◊y—∆—∆
117. show m≠◊s≠ Œ m≠◊s≠ Œ mÕ ◊s≠ Œ mÕ ◊sÕŒÕŒ
118. hear m≠◊yt‘t‘ m≠◊yt∆t∆ mÕ ◊yt‘ mÕ ◊yt‘
119. know m≠◊j—∆v≠ Œ m≠◊jα∆α∆ mÕ ◊j ∆̀̀ ∆ mÕ ◊j ∆̀ø∆
120. count m≠◊pø∆ m≠◊pø∆ mÕ ◊pø∆ mÕ ◊pø

English Menda
  1. mouth dæmtæ
  2. eye ÕŒÕŒ
  3. head ed∆Õ ◊
  4. hair i æ̀mr«‘ed‘
  5. tooth æ̀rn‘œ.øærn‘œ
  6. tongue ø∆møæl æ̀
  7. nose ‘̀Õ ◊.ø‘Õ ◊
  8. ear ø‘snæœd‘
  9a. neck dld
  9b. back of neck œo æ̀kø‘ldæ.lo æ̀kø‘ld
  9c. throat msnæmøæmcn∆œ
10. breast ‘̀a«æm.ø‘a«æm
11. arm/hand ø‘avn¿
12a. claw æ̀cy ¿̀. æ̀c ¿̀
12b. nail (hand) æ̀c ¿̀
13a. leg øæm ‘̀l
13b. foot øæad‘cøækd∆
14. buttock en.et æ̀j æ̀od∆∆
15. belly ‘̀mi æ̀
16. navel øæst‘l
17. intestines lat‘k æ̀mi æ̀
18. blood  æj æm
19. urine  ‘msrd‘. ‘msd‘
20. bone æ̀vtæ
21. skin fn∆næa ‘̀
22. wing ø‘o æ̀a«‘kdææ
23. feather `uÕ ◊
24. horn æ̀en‘œ
25. tail øsidæ.øjidææ
26. human being uø¿
27. man v æ̀mn‘l
28. woman nidæ.v`hidæ.v—∆Õ ◊iø‘
29. husband øæmn∆l
30. child u æ̀
31. name øjtæl
32. sky øy.«æyn∆
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33. night øæst∆
34. moon øs`œ
35. sun sÕ ◊rÕ ◊
36. wind æ̀eÕŒl
37. cloud `l—l—
38. dew fiø
39. rain ø∆a—æ
40. ground sv ¿̀
41. sand ø∆s æmrøæ
42. path ‘̀ci ¿̀
43. water lvø.lv ¿̀
44. stream cv ¿̀
45. house m—æ«∆
46. fire øuÕ ◊
47. firewood æ̀uøæœ.øæuøæœ
48. smoke `iÕ ◊
49. ash 'ø(msnærÕ ◊
50. knife næeø∆
51. rope ø‘fv ¿̀
52. spear «æv—‘œ
53. war aÕ ◊
54a. animal mi ¿̀l
54b. meat mi ¿̀l
55. dog l`li`æ
56. elephant ø‘mr—æ
57. goat aÕ ◊Õ ◊
58. bird øm æ̀œ
59. tortoise l“an»
60. snake ct∆—æ
61. fish tæ
62. louse fhh.fÕ ◊rÕ ◊
63. egg øjv—æm.øjnæm
64. tree `søæs æ.fnu`søæsø¿
65. bark srtl`sdsdæ.stl`søsdæ
66. leaf øetahøœ
67. root `j æ̀œ
68. salt li`œ
69. fat lev ¿̀l
70a. hunger srnœ.snæœ
70b. hunger (meat) msnæœ ømi æ̀l
71. iron `s«æm æ̀
72. one øæaÕ◊œ
73. two øeø¿
  74. three øs æ̀.øs æ̀
  75. four ømiÕ◊
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  76. five øs æ̀m
  77. six øsiø‘sd¿
  78. seven ør æ̀la æ̀
  79. eight ømi ◊mh
  80. nine ømi æmÕ ◊ahœ
  81. ten øet ¿̀
  82. come y ¿̀
  83. send e ¿̀
  84. walk mÕ ◊
  85. fall mskÕ ◊.skÕ ◊
  86. leave møcd.cd¿
  87. fly et∆kÕ ◊
  88. pour r ∆̀kdæ
  89. strike sv ¿̀
  90. bite mnl
  91. wash rn»
  92. split y`
  93. give m`
  94. steal øcÕ ◊.cÕ ◊
  95. squeeze m æ̀ld∆
  96. cultivate Õ ◊
  97. bury miÕ ◊
  98. burn v æ̀
  99. eat mh.h
100. drink mi—.mi—œ
101. vomit yøæœ
102. suck v æ̀sd∆.v æ̀
103. spit stæ
104. blow en¿.e—æsø¿
105. swell fadæ.dæ
106. give birth aøæÕ  .aø
107. die jtæ
108. kill Õ ◊
109. push sÕ ◊mÕ ◊
110. pull f—æ
111. sing jo æ̀m
112. play j≠ r æ̀.j«r æ̀
113. be afraid atæl
114. want jÕ ◊
115. say s—»
116. see y—æ
117. show søæ
118. hear yn∆
119. know j æ̀udæ
120. count ogø∆øæ
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